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(Left) Strings ensemble performing “How Far I’ll Go” from the animated movie Moana in the Youth4Climate Concert 2020. (Right) A snapshot
of Dr Jane Goodall and Wounda, a famous Tchimpounga resident, both of whom were featured on Dr Atencia’s presentation at Virtual
Singapore Sustainability Academy session 14, Tales from Africa: Safeguarding Chimpanzees in Congo with Dr Rebeca Atencia.

As the world recovers from devastating disruptions caused by global climate and
health crises, investors’ and consumers’ insatiable appetite for companies with
strong fundamentals has grown exponentially. The COVID-19 pandemic and the
resulting new normal has created a new model of business based on social
purpose, inclusion and sustainability. As stakeholders’ interests converge,
businesses with long-term strategies that deliver financial performance while
also producing positive environmental and social outcomes will pave the way for
a stronger, greener recovery.
Our longstanding commitment to strategic ESG integration for over two decades
has helped the company build resilience against unpredictable challenges – both
climate and health-related. Through active digital engagements with the
community, we have continued to boost sustainability thought leadership and
advocacy at a local and global scale.
Further demonstrating City Developments Limited’s belief in the power of
youths in driving a sustainable future, this quarter saw the launch of our virtual
Youth4Climate Concert 2020 in commemoration of Singapore’s Climate Action
Week. Featuring a line-up of inspiring climate-themed musical performances by
youths, this concert also aimed to rally our community to support green and
social causes through the 2020 President’s Challenge. The final judging for the
10th CDL-Global Compact Network Singapore Young SDG Leaders Award
competition also concluded.
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The Virtual Singapore Sustainability Academy continues to advocate sustainable
lifestyles and practices on a digital platform, reaching out to hundreds in
page 10
Singapore and beyond this quarter. We have worked with our expert partners
on providing robust and interactive sessions, including Tales from Africa with the Jane Goodall Institute of Singapore,
Gardening at Home with media personality Charlotte Mei and Weird and Wonderful Edibles Founder Joanna Chuah,
and Sense and Sensibility: Smart and Sustainable Cities with prominent female leaders in the built industry.
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COVID-19 has emphasised the importance of social wellness and indoor health. This bodes well for CDL’s continued
commitment to green buildings, which already places a strong focus on indoor air quality and well-ventilated indoor
spaces. We will continue to leverage innovative solutions that will enhance the health and wellness of building users
through the way we design, build and maintain these spaces.
CDL will ride on the good progress towards our material ESG goals and targets established under the CDL Future Value
2030 Sustainability Blueprint and continue to push the envelope. We are committed to our ESG strategy and are working
towards 2030 – a milestone year for sustainable development and the global climate goals.
Looking ahead, we envision a low-carbon future where building occupants and users can live, play and work safely and
happily, in harmony with the natural world, increasing climate and human resilience. As we continue to drive a profitable
business, the need to support the planet and its people has never been more important.
Esther An
Editor
CDL Chief Sustainability Officer

QUARTERLY UPDATE OF SUSTAINABILITY TARGETS & PROGRESS
PERFORMANCE
CDL FUTURE VALUE 2030 GOALS, TARGETS AND PROGRESS
Progress Tracking
Meeting interim targets, maintain performance towards meeting 2030 targets
Falling short of interim target for one year, review current practices
Falling short of interim target for more than two years, review and revise targets (if necessary)
FUTURE VALUE
2030 GOALS

2030 TARGETS

INTERIM 2020
ANNUAL TARGETS

Goal 1: Building
Sustainable
Cities and
Communities

Achieve Green Mark
certification for 90% of CDL
owned and/or managed
buildings1

≥ 85%

85% achieved

Maintain 100% tenant
participation in CDL Green
Lease Partnership
Programme

Achieve 100%

100% maintained

Double its commitment to
Average of two innovations
adopt innovations and
or new technology
technology of green buildings adoptions per year
Double resources devoted to
advocacy of sustainability
practices, stakeholder
engagement and capacity
building

≥100 training programmes
and events held in the SSA
per year

FY2020 Q3 PERFORMANCE

To be reported at the
end of the year
97 events (physical and
virtual) comprising
61 trainings and 36 events
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Goal 2: Reducing
Environmental
Impact*

Achieve science-based target
of reducing carbon emissions
intensity by 59% from 2007
levels2

40% reduction

49% reduction

Asset Management (AM) Office & Industrial2,4:
Reduce energy use intensity
by 45% from 2007 levels

Energy use intensity:
37% reduction

Energy use intensity:
49% reduction

Reduce water use intensity
by 50% from 2007 levels3

Water use intensity:
46% reduction

Water use intensity:
64% reduction

Reduce waste intensity by
16% from 2016 levels3

Waste intensity:
14% reduction

Waste intensity:
29% reduction

Reduce energy use intensity
by 18% from baseline year4

Energy use intensity:
13% reduction

Energy use intensity:
34% reduction

Reduce water use intensity
by 9% from baseline year4

Water use intensity:
8% reduction

Water use intensity:
45% reduction

Reduce waste intensity
by 12% from 2016 levels5

Waste intensity:
11% reduction

Waste intensity:
23% reduction

Energy use intensity:
28% reduction

Energy use intensity:
43% reduction

Achieve an energy use
intensity of 95 kWh/m2

Energy use intensity6:
≤105 kWh/m2

Energy use intensity:
79.71 kWh/m2

Achieve a water use intensity
of 0.60 m3/m2

Water use intensity6:
≤1.75 m3/m2

Water use intensity:
1.08 m3/m2

Achieve a waste intensity
of 30 kg/m2

Waste intensity6:
≤50 kg/m2

Waste intensity:
27.85 kg/m2

Ensure 100% of appointed
suppliers are certified by
recognised EHS standards

≥75% of suppliers
appointed by AM;
100% of main contractors
and ≥75% of consultants
appointed by PD

To be reported at the end of the
year

Asset Management (AM)Retail2:

Corporate Office:
Reduce energy use intensity
by 31% from 2007 levels
Property Development (PD):
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Goal 3: Ensuring
Fair, Safe and
Inclusive
Workplace

Reduce embodied carbon of
building materials by 24%
compared to their
conventional equivalents

7% reduction for new
projects awarded from
2018 onwards

Performance is on track to meet
target. Data will be reported at
end of 20217 when projects
obtain TOP

Maintain zero corruption
and fraud incidents across
CDL’s core operations

Zero

Zero corruption and
fraud incident

Maintain zero fatality across
CDL’s operations and direct
suppliers in Singapore

Zero

Zero fatality

Maintain zero occupational
disease across CDL’s
operations and direct
suppliers in Singapore

Zero

Maintain a Major Injury Rate
(Major IR)8 of 10.0

≤ 17.5

Zero Major IR

Maintain a Minor Injury Rate
(Minor IR)8 of 250

≤ 361

101.5 Minor IR

Zero occupational
disease

Notes:
* Due to decreased building operations during COVID-19, there is a marked improvement in the environmental performance in FY2020 Q3. We
will continue monitoring performance as buildings gradually ramp up operations towards the end of the year.
1 Calculated based on % of total gross floor area (aligned with BCA’s calculation of green buildings) instead of the previously used % of the total
number of buildings.
2 Intensity figures have been calculated based on per unit net lettable floor area instead of the previously used per unit leased floor area.
3 Water use and waste intensities include water use and waste disposed of by CDL Corporate Office.
4 Determined by the year of completion or acquisition of the asset.
5 Waste intensity figures are for incinerated waste from our project sites.
6 Interim targets are set every five years to take the different phases of projects’ lifecycle into consideration.
7 Based on the lifecycle of CDL’s project developments, embodied carbon data for building materials is only available two or three years after a
project has been awarded.
8 Major and Minor Injury Rates (IR) will replace Accident Frequency Rate (AFR) as industry AFR figures are no longer published by the Ministry of
Manpower (MOM). Major and Minor IR refer to the number of major and minor workplace injuries per 100,000 persons employed, respectively.
Definitions of major and minor injuries can be found on MOM’s website.
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SUSTAINABILITY ACCOLADES & ACHIEVEMENTS
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Recognised in the 2020 Euromoney Real Estate Survey
CDL scales new heights with this year’s accolades.
10 SEPTEMBER 2020 – CDL was recognised in the 2020 Euromoney
Real Estate Survey, both as #1 Best Developer in the Residential
Sector (Singapore), and #1 Best Developer in the Innovative Green
Development Sector (Singapore) for the first time.
The 16th annual survey recognises leading providers of real estate
products and services, gathering worldwide responses from
industry consultants and researchers, investment managers and
corporate end-users.
Other accolades CDL received this year include: Best Overall
Developer (Singapore), ranked #2; Best Developer in Mixed Sector
(Singapore), ranked #3; and Best Developer in Retail/Shopping
Sector (Singapore), ranked #3. •

Leading Singapore’s Transition Towards a
Low-Carbon Economy Powered by Renewable Energy
CDL has been featured as one of Energy Market Company’s
(EMC) pioneer customers in trading of Renewable Energy
Certificates (RECs).
30 SEPTEMBER 2020 – EMC operates Singapore’s
wholesale electricity market and is Asia’s first
liberalised electricity market. Through EMC’s
PowerSelect platform, companies committed to
driving sustainability can now purchase RECs from local
and overseas energy providers across various
renewable sources. Organisations that have bought
RECs from EMC include CDL, Singapore Exchange, and
the Sharjah Electricity and Water Authority in the
United Arab Emirates.
RECs are a market-based instrument that certifies that
the bearer owns units of electricity generated from
renewable energy resources. Once the power provider

feeds the energy into the energy grid, the REC can be
traded on the open market as a separate energy
commodity.
As a sustainability pioneer and green building champion,
CDL has remained steadfast in tackling the climate crisis,
and we will continue to prioritise energy efficiency and
reduce our carbon footprint in the way we design, build
and manage our assets amidst the new normal.
Committed to embracing innovative technologies and
solutions that reduce environmental impact, CDL is a
proud supporter of EMC, SP Group and Sunseap Group’s
initiatives. •
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DRIVING SUSTAINABILITY THROUGH PARTNERSHIPS &
THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
ADVOCACY

International Built Environment Week 2020
CDL supported the digital International Built Environment Week (IBEW) 2020 as part of
our longstanding commitment to transforming the built environment with our innovative,
green buildings.

IBEW 2020 Keynote speakers and moderator (from left to right) Christina Gamboa, Chief Executive Officer of World Green
Building Council; Esther An, Chief Sustainability Officer of CDL, Lee Chuan Seng, Emeritus Chairman of Beca Asia; and Dr
Thomas Schroepfer, Professor at Singapore University of Technology and Design.

1 - 30 SEPTEMBER 2020 – Themed “Emerging Stronger
through Innovation”, IBEW 2020 aimed to push the
boundaries of innovation and build resilience towards a
more sustainable future for all. As the world faces the
challenges posed by COVID-19, it is vital for leaders in
the built environment to pave the way for a smooth and
revitalised recovery.

Accelerating Climate Action and Sustainability” plenary
session. In her presentation titled, “New Norms. New
Opportunities. New Technologies. New Business
Practices”, Esther shared CDL’s sustainability journey preCOVID-19 and the company’s plan moving forward in the
new normal, focussing on how we have reimagined
spaces to address social and health challenges.

Initiated by the Building and Construction Authority and
Reed Exhibitions and supported by 12 Trade
Association Chambers, IBEW is one of the most
extensive events in the Asia Pacific on the built
environment. This month-long conference called for an
evaluation of the way we design, build and operate our
buildings for greater resilience against pandemics,
specifically into best practices and innovation in
digitalisation, sustainability, advanced construction and
smart facilities management.

On 29 September, CDL Group Chief Investment Officer
Frank Khoo presented at “CEOs in Conversation: Building
a Stronger and More Resilient Singapore Built
Environment Sector”. Stepping in for CDL Group CEO
Sherman Kwek, Frank joined other industry leaders as
they discussed how Singapore businesses can transform
and emerge more resilient in the post-COVID era.

On 10 September, CDL Chief Sustainability Officer
Esther An presented at IBEW’s “New Opportunities for

As the world recovers from disruptions caused by the
pandemic, businesses that prioritise innovation, purpose,
inclusion and sustainability will pave the way for a
stronger, greener recovery. •
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CDL Celebrates Singapore’s Climate Action Week
CDL concluded Singapore’s Climate Action Week with our Youth4Climate Concert,
featuring six musical acts that reflect youths’ aspirations for the future of the planet.

(Top row, from left to right) Toby Tan performing an original piano composition, a piano and song duet of “Colours of the Wind” from the
animated movie Pocahontas by Marie Mae Wong and Verlene Chew. (Bottom row, from left to right) Victoria Ng and Clarisse Choo
performing a modern dance to Michael Jackson’s “Earth Song”, and Le Grand School of Dance performing Tchaikovsky’s “Swan Lake”.

21 AUGUST 2020 – Featured as part of Singapore’s
Climate Action Week (15 – 21 August), CDL launched
our Youth4Climate Concert 2020 in partnership with
the Ministry of Sustainability and the Environment
(MSE) and National Environment Agency (NEA).
The half-hour long virtual concert, which premiered on
21 August on the CDL Sustainability YouTube page,
opened with a message from President Halimah Yacob,
followed by climate-related performances by young
artists to raise environmental awareness and inspire all
to take action for a more sustainable future. It also
rallied the community to support social causes through
the President's Challenge 2020, in commemoration of
Singapore’s 55th birthday. To further support the
President’s Challenge, CDL helped to raise an
additional S$40,000 donation for their campaign.
Produced by CDL, LHM ChoralWorks and Francis Liew,
Director of Asian Arts Academy, the concert comprised
an exciting six-act environment-themed performance
by 38 young talents from ages 12 to 25. Featured on
mainstream media and cross-shared on multiple social
media platforms, including a shoutout from Grace Fu,
Minister for Sustainability and the Environment, the
concert included:

• “How Far I’ll Go” from the animated movie
Moana, strings ensemble
• “Tomorrow”, an original piano composition by
Toby Tan
• “Swan Lake” by Tchaikovsky, ballet performance
by Le Grand School of Dance
• “Earth Song” by Michael Jackson, modern dance
by Victoria Ng and Clarisse Choo
• “Colours of the Wind”, piano and song duet by
Marie Mae Wong and Verlene Chew
• “What a Wonderful World” by Louis Armstrong,
handbells ensemble by Ministry of Bellz
Recognising that youths play a pivotal role in a
sustainable future, the Youth4Climate Festival is one of
CDL’s flagship programmes in support of youth
empowerment and social good.
Initiated in 2018, the annual festival aims to provide
Singapore’s youths with a platform to express their
passion for the environment and green wishes for the
future through art and music. A 3P partnership with MSE,
NEA and other government bodies, the Youth4Climate
Festival supports both the Sustainable Singapore
Blueprint and the UN Sustainable Development Goals. •
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Catalysing Change Within the Larger Ecosystem
ENGAGEMENT

Final Judging for CDL-GCNS Young SDG Leaders Award
CDL’s active empowerment of youths in sustainable development efforts is crucial in
advancing the global climate agenda and building a sustainable future.

The panel of judges and CDL Sustainability staff smiling for the camera after selecting finalists for this year’s competition.

18 JULY 2020 – Despite the restrictions posed by
COVID-19, CDL concluded the final judging for the 10th
annual CDL-Global Compact Network of Singapore
(GCNS) Young SDG Leaders Award virtually, recognising
the pivotal role youths play in a sustainable future.
The panel of judges for this year’s competition
comprised: Amita Chaudhury, Senior Advisory of
Sustainability Learning for Business, United Nations
Global Compact; Jessica Cheam, Managing Director of
Eco-Business; Cheryl Chen, Director of Corporate
Responsibility & Sustainability, S&P Global; Mr Shinbo
Won, Director of Investment Stewardship, BlackRock;
Dr Charles Phua, Chairman of Solaris Consortium of
Management Consultancies; Esther Chang, Executive
Director of GCNS, and Esther An, Chief Sustainability
Officer of CDL.
Our heartiest congratulations to Team First Class
(Champion), Team Green Peas (1st Runner Up) and
Team Supreme (2nd Runner Up) for their commendable
work towards driving change in society

and accelerating businesses’ commitments to achieving
the Sustainable Development Goals. The awards
presentation took place at the digital GCNS Summit on
15 October. The champion team received S$10,000
while the 1st Runner Up and 2nd Runner Up received
S$4,000 and S$2,000, respectively.

“A pleasure judging this
(year’s) CDL-GCNS Young
SDG Leaders Award…
Recommendations were
really great by professional
standards, even to the
technical details and
implementation plans!”
- Chairman of Solaris Consortium of
Management Consultancies
Dr Charles Phua•
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Supporting
World Green
Building Week
2020
Amidst COVID-19, CDL focusses on the importance of social wellness and indoor health.
30 SEPTEMBER 2020 – In support of the 11th Annual
World Green Building Week held from 21 to 25
September 2020, CDL invited our tenants, staff and
partners to take part in our green building quiz to
support global Green Building Councils in empowering
the built sector to deliver low-carbon, green buildings
for everyone, everywhere.
Close to 100 participants took part in our quiz and
answered a series of questions including sharing their
pledge to create more resilient and sustainable spaces.
Congratulations to Pang Yu Yun from South Beach
Consortium, Gladys Seah from Arcadis Singapore Pte

CDL
E-Generation
Challenge Postponed
Annual competition rescheduled to
take place in 2021.

Two winners of the CDL E-Generation Challenge 2020
will win a two-week expedition to Africa and visit Jane
Goodall Institute’s conservation sites.

Ltd at Central Mall, and Nor Lastrina Hamid from
Singapore Youth for Climate Action for winning a 2D1N
stay at M Social House, CDL’s contemporary lifestyle
hotel located along the historic Singapore River.
COVID-19 has reinforced the importance of social
wellness and indoor health. At CDL, we focus on creating
buildings that not only have a lower carbon footprint,
but also enhance the health and well-being of its
occupants. Designing for wellness not only supports
infection control now, but also builds resilience to future
pandemics. •

1 SEPTEMBER 2020 – Pending the evolving global
developments of COVID-19, CDL plans to continue
engaging and empowering youths through our EGeneration Challenge in a new frontier – Africa – next
year.
To ensure that we can continue to drive positive
change and climate action safely, CDL has rescheduled
the CDL E-Generation Challenge trip to Tanzania to
next year. The deadline for submissions was extended
to 1 September 2020, with the results announcement
taking place in Q1 of 2021.
We received 25 submissions this year on the topic of
“the impact of global deforestation and the
importance of protecting biodiversity in Singapore and
Asia.” Participants stand a chance to win an exciting
two-week expedition to Africa and visit Jane Goodall
Institute conservation sites. •
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Singapore Sustainability Academy: Dynamic Hub for Thought Leadership,
Advocacy & Capacity Building Continues Virtually
Building a sustainable future requires the collaboration of a larger ecosystem. The Singapore Sustainability Academy (SSA)
was designed and built by CDL to be a hub for capacity building, thought leadership, and networking.
Despite restrictions due to COVID-19, the SSA has continued promoting sustainable lifestyle practices through various virtual
workshops. Under the new Virtual SSA (VSSA) platform, it hosted a series of sustainability-related talks and sessions that
were free and open to the public. It has provided the SSA with great opportunities to expand our outreach beyond our
shores. In Q3 2020, the VSSA sessions attracted close to 400 attendees. •

Virtual SSA HIGHLIGHTS: 1 July – 30 September 2020
2020
VSSA 9:
Youth4Climate Global
Conversations with
Young Champions #2
8 July 2020
(Top row, from left to right) Anna Oposa, Hannah Angsana, and Sam Shu Qin.
(Bottom row, from left to right) Samantha Thian, Shana Rose and Cheryl Lee.

15 May 2020

In the second instalment of the “Youth4Climate Global Conversations with Young Champions” series, CDL invited Filipina
Save Philippine Seas Co-Founder and Chief Mermaid Anna Oposa, Indonesian ANERDstore Co-Founder Hannah Angsana,
Singaporean Our Singapore Reefs Co-Founder Sam Shu Qin, Singaporean Seastainable Co-Founder Samantha Thian, and
American sustainability professional, podcaster and educator Shana Rose. Hosted by local youth environmentalist
Cheryl Lee, the all-female panel shared their inspiring journeys on promoting sustainable consumption and waste
reduction in their communities. This international webinar also covered the eco heroines’ expertise and experiences in
plastic, food, and fashion waste. • Watch the recording on our YouTube channel

VSSA 10:
Tales from Africa: Studying
Baboons in Gombe with
Dr Anthony Collins
25 July 2020

Dr Anthony Collins, Director of Baboon Research, Gombe Stream Research Centre.

The 10th Jane Goodall Institute of Singapore (JGIS) Primate Lecture was in celebration of #Gombe60 – the 60th
anniversary of the day Dr Jane Goodall first arrived in what is now Gombe Stream National Park, Tanzania to begin her
ground-breaking study of wild chimpanzees. Dr Anthony Collins, Director of Baboon Research, Gombe Stream Research
Centre (GSRC), shared the brief history of GSRC; how Roots & Shoots and the TACARE Project came into being; the time
he spent working alongside the legendary Dr Jane Goodall; and all about the baboons at Gombe Stream. • Watch the
recording on our YouTube channel
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VSSA 11:
Accommodate’s
Citizen Reporter Session
Students participating in this year’s Citizen Reporter Sharing.

29 July 2020

With support from CDL, Accommodate’s Citizen Reporter Programme introduces contemporary urban issues to
students and helps them develop critical thinking and writing skills that studies these issues and produce engaging
narratives. This year, participants of the programme shared their motivation for choosing their topic of interest ranging
from racial discrimination, single motherhood to redevelopment of neighbourhood infrastructure, and deep-dived into
their research and call-to-action plans. •

VSSA 12:
Exclusive Tour
of the ACRES
Facility
1 August 2020

Virtual tour was led by ACRES Deputy CEO Anbarasi Boopal and Education Executives
Raj and Edwin.

In an exclusive virtual tour of the Animal Concerns Research and Education Society (Singapore) (ACRES), Ms Anbarasi
Boopal, Deputy CEO of ACRES, provided participants with a close up of how rescued animals are cared for at ACRES’s
facility, including a tour of areas usually closed off to the public. Animals that were featured in the tour include the giant
tortoise, black-naped oriole, scops owl, junglefowl, common palm civet and green iguana. •

VSSA 13:
Gardening at Home
22 August 2020
Media personality, Charlotte Mei (top left) and Founder of Weird & Wonderful
Edibles, Joanna Chuah (bottom right).

As interest in urban gardening and food composting has increased over the past few months due to stay-at-home
restrictions, CDL organised Gardening at Home with Founder of Weird & Wonderful Edibles, Joanna Chuah and media
personality, Charlotte Mei. Participants learned tips and tricks on composting, seed selection, germination, soil and
fertilisers, and even how to build their own garden. • Watch the recording on our YouTube channel
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VSSA 14:
Tales from Africa:
Safeguarding Chimpanzees in
Congo with Dr Rebeca Atencia
5 September 2020

Dr Rebeca Atencia, Executive Director, Jane Goodall Institute Congo.

In commemoration of this year’s International Primate Day, CDL partnered with the Jane Goodall Institute of Singapore
(JGIS) to present the 11th Primate Lecture. This lecture featured Dr Rebeca Atencia, Executive Director of Jane Goodall
Institute Congo, who shared her work at the Tchimpounga Chimpanzee Rehabilitation Centre in the Republic of the
Congo, where rescued and often injured chimps from the illegal bushmeat and wildlife pet trade are cared for and
evaluated for eventual release back into natural and protected habitats. One of the examples shared was Wounda, a
famous Tchimpounga resident (pictured above hugging Dr Jane Goodall), who was nursed back to health by Dr Atencia
and her team. •

VSSA 15:
Sense & Sensibility:
Smart & Sustainable Cities
29 September 2020
(Top row, from left to right) Esther An, Victoria Kate Burrows, and Emily Tan.
(Bottom row, from left to right) Lauren Sorkin, Armelle Le Bihan and Kris
Villanueva-Libunao.

In celebration of Business Women’s Day on 22 September and as part of Women4Green, CDL hosted “Sense &
Sensibility: Smart & Sustainable Cities”, a virtual webinar that focussed on the importance of women in business and
society, especially when bringing alternative perspectives to key urban issues. This session featured women champions
Lauren Sorkin, Executive Director of Global Resilient Cities Network; Armelle Le Bihan, Founder & CEO of Green Building,
Consulting and Engineering; Emily Tan, General Manager of Shell City Solutions; Kris Villanueva-Libunao, Executive
Director and Chief Sustainability Officer of SmartCT; Victoria Kate Burrows, Director of Advancing Net Zero World Green
Building Council; and Esther An, Chief Sustainability Officer of CDL. The webinar covered their passion, insights and
aspirations for building a more sustainable world with their skill set, intuition and sensitivity. • Watch the recording on
our YouTube channel

For the full list of Virtual SSA recordings, visit CDL Sustainability YouTube channel.
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THOUGHT LEADERSHIP SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS IN Q3 2020
2020
9 Jul | SG Innovate – Future of Smart and Sustainable Spaces
15 Jul | MIT World Real Estate Forum – Cities Inside Out: The Next Resettling of Real Estate
28 Jul | UNGC Academy Session – Set Ambitious Corporate Targets and Accelerate Integration of the 17 SDGs with SDG
Ambition
1 Aug | SustainableSG Collective Webinar – Circular Economy
18 Aug | SCMP Webinar on Sustainability – Has Covid-19 Proven Sustainable Investing is More Important Than Ever?
19 Aug | EuroCham Webinar – European Excellence in Sustainability Sharing Sessions: Clean and Efficient Energy
24 Aug | Siemens Webinar – The Changing Landscape of Energy & Sustainability
26 Aug | ISEAS-WRI Closed Webinar – Data and Ambition Loops in the Southeast Asian Region: Opportunities and Challenges
26 Aug | IIRC Webinar: SDGs in Integrated Thinking and Reporting – ESG Integration is Key to Enhancing Business Value
26 Aug | ACCA Roundtable – Working Together to Create a Sustainable Economy
27 Aug | Launching The Green Tingkat by The Green Collective SG – Sustainable Consumption & Greenwashing
28 Aug | RHT RMF Sustainability Forum: Sustainability Development and Innovations Towards a Carbon Neutral Society
1 Sep | NUS Business School Lecture – Grooming a New Generation of Sustainability Champions
8 Sep | The Cooler Earth Sustainability Summit – Recovery, Resilience and Responsibility: Profits with a Purpose
10 Sep | IBEW – Plenary Session – New Opportunities for Accelerating Climate Change and Sustainability
12 Sep | Asian Institute of Management – Sustainability: The New Language of Business
17 Sep | Sustainability & the Built Environment – New Norms, New Opportunities, New Technologies, New Business Practices
23 Sep | Refinitiv Perspectives LIVE? – From ESG to the SDGs: How Can We Achieve Sustainable Development?
23 Sep | Climate Week NY Energy Rountable – Leading the Change Through Times of Uncertainty
23 Sep | PropTech for Good Webinar Series – A Decade for Good
24 Sep | Green Building Council Mauritus - Building Back Better - A Green Economic Recovery for the Real Estate Sector
25 Sep | GGEF Youth Sustainablility Forum – Partnership for Success: Climate Action
29 Sep | SMU Lecture for Undergraduate Class – Enhancing Business Resilience via ESG Integration
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